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Inspired by the near-endless possibilities synthetic biology entails,

Team TEC Costa Rica decided to approach its real life limitations as

inspiration for their project. The problem is that genetic circuits made

in synthetic biology are biased at their core due to combinatorial logic,

which limits functionality, circuit architecture and possible

applications. This is because logic gates are rigid, complex when

combined, and unresponsive to a key element: time. The team's project

objective is to shift the focus of genetic circuit development to one

that is based on sequential logic. This can hugely expand the possible

uses for engineered organisms. 

As their initial approach, the team developed a novel genetic counter

system. Based on this counter they are constructing and modelling a

suicide circuit, which consists of separate modules that can be used on

their own for unrelated functions, therefore behaving as a toolbox of

sorts with applications many different areas. In order to further expand

their vision, explore new possibilities, and validate their approach, the

team is developing a framework and software which would allow the

construction of an extensive library of genetic circuits. This library can

be searched by the use of several filters, designed to convey expression

profiles, processes, and functional applications of interest as defined by

experts in the field of synthetic biology.
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Experiments, Applications, & Inspiration

Experimental Design
The experiments done provide insight on the effectiveness of the counter and its

proteins (for modelling). The experimental design relies on the particular location of

fluorescent proteins in the genetic circuit, which will act as reporter, and the

induction of the counter by arabinose. Response times of the counter will be

determined by fluorescence measurements in a plate reader. 

Objective
TEC Costa Rica's goal is to

pursue an incipient focus on

genetic circuit development

based on sequential logic. This

can enable a whole new set of

functions and expand the

possible applications for

engineered organisms. 

Circuit Design & Architecture 
This project is an advance in the foundation of thinking about synthetic biology, and so it

presents various particularities, its focus on the design stage rather than the

implementation step being one of them. For the development of the required suicide

circuit, Team TEC Costa Rica first came up with three requirements: A way to determine

the lifetime of our engineered bacteria, a mechanism to prevent the life span from running

out during laboratory manipulation, and a multilayered killswitch to ensure a safe death.

The team fulfilled the first and third as one might design any circuit, biological or

electrical. Nonetheless, for the second requirement a much more profound focus on

architecture was needed. Architecture is defined as the disposition of genetic parts or pair

bases, and in the counter circuit it is the specific disposition of the cell-cycle promoter,

recombinases and their sites, along with unidirectional terminators which allows the

desired behavior: keeping track of the passing of time.

As shown in the diagram. when

the counter receives an input

(the signal from the cell cycle

promoter), and changes its

state due to the recombinase’s

activity, it acquires a new

conformation in which a

different recombinase can be

expressed. This keeps on

happening until the last count

is reached, when the reading

frame opens and whatever is

after the counter, in this case

the killswitch, can be expressed. 



Experiments, Applications, & Inspiration

This technology can
unimaginably expand

the possible
applications for

engineered organisms. 

The Dry Lab is focused on developing a framework and software that will allow users to

create their own genetic circuits based on sequential logic, as well as translate their

problems into this focus. The Dry lab is also working on modelling their genetic suicide

circuit in order to describe the behaviour of the recombinases, predict success, and also

optimize some genetic parts such as RBS and degradation tags.

Dry Lab Work

Inspiration
Inspiration for this project comes from

the endless possibilities offered by

synthetic biology, and its

corresponding limitations that have

yet to be tackled.

Real World Applications
Bioremediation and therapeutics would be two

great applications for our genetic suicide circuit.

For our software, metabolic engineering and

system biology applications are the golden

standard.

Team TEC Costa Rica engages with their local

community by conducting interview to search for

possible applications of their work. The team also

works as a content developer for the Labxchange

platform, which focuses on synthetic biology topics,

and making them freely available for anyone to

learn from.

Engagement

Understanding Combinatorial Logic
Logic gates enable description of the behaviour of a system with multiple input signals

using simple rules. For example in the above image, the output of an AND gate (orange-

outlined shape) will only be ON if all of its inputs are ON, while the OR(green-outlined

shape) gate only requires that at least one of its inputs is ON.  In this image, the switches

(ON/OFF) represent the state of the input signals, these go through the logic gates until the

combination turns ON the light bulb.



From the TEC Costa Rica Team to You

"Pursue this path with determination. The

sciences are hard work, but definitely worth it.

We'll be glad to have you in our corner."

~ Team TEC Costa Rica 

The above note was written in answer to the question: What advice would
you give to a high school student who is interested in pursuing the sciences?


